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ABSTRACT: The rapid retraction of the polar ice caps, glaciers fields and global snow depositories, the destruction of
the Amazon rain forests, expanding deserts & persistent continental droughts raised the scepter of universal demise.
Whereas greenhouse gases and more specifically, carbon dioxide (CO2), have been the name to blame, the pertinent
question is whether CO2 is the driving denominator OR whether CO2 is simply a measurement or indicator of much
more powerful forces at work. In order to answer the question as to both the driving forces and the pertinence of
perceived events, a global heat balance model has been devised as to the interaction of fossil fuel combustion, solar
heat gain, radiation loss into deep space as to the polar ice caps and carbon depositories. With emissivity/absorptivity
the driving factors in the polar equilibrium model, a 2nd crust formation model has been devised as a corollary as to
chilling/heat dissipation at formation of the earth. As a prerequisite, the formation and equilibrium models must act in
synergy with consistent loss/gain rates. A consequence of the study is loss/gain emissivity of 0.4/0.8, respectively. It is
hence being attested that CO2 blanketing is not a material factor in the respective ranges as the power of radiation into
deep space (or solar radiation conversely) that is 4th-power driven. Rational interaction between the combustion of
hydrocarbon fuel and the depletion of the ice reserves of the world have been demonstrated (the polar equilibrium
model). Rapid chilling of the earth subsequent to formation has also been demonstrated via the transient crust
st
formation model. However, a seemingly bizarre quirk (the 1 Harmonic of Formation) transpired 3.5-4B years after
formation that fractured the mantle of the earth as a consequence of transient thermal stress concentrations. The latter
resulted in the onset of continental drift that spawned an era of intense volcanic activity breaking the stranglehold of the
deep freeze that was settling onto the incipient earth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The most compelling question confronting modern society is that of sustaining the global environment in its
present form. It is conversely necessary to develop means of quantifying the impact of man-made
disturbances as to global resources, environmental transients and cosmic interaction. Although the intense
combustion of fossil fuels and wanton destruction of the Amazon forests have increased the atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentration to a 400,000 years peak (Crichton 1), the earth and associated environment
must be seen in the perspective of a slice in an evolutionary process that started billions of years ago when
the solar system was spawned via the condensation of interstellar material that itself was the product of a
cosmic furnace, producing the elements that we are familiar with, out of seemingly NOTHING. Although the
Polar ice caps evolved some 20 million years ago (Wiki 2), the underlying ice sheets have been “advancing
and retreating on 40-100,000 year time scale” via expansion/contraction glaciation cycles (Wiki 2). The
current ice age started 2.58M years ago & peaked/terminated officially 20-10,000 years ago in accordance
with sedimentary dating (Wiki 2). See Fig. 1 exposition. We are hence living in the realm of global
harmonics comprising a period of 40,000 -100,000 years, driven by a combination of environmental forces
and cosmic events inclusive of a slewing magna that sustains continental drift (a survival prerequisite)
whilst serving as a gatekeeper to evolution generally and human life specifically via an electromagnetic
cloak/shield.
In order to answer the question as to environmental deflagration, we need to separate regressioal trends
from special events. Although the ice age may be the consequence of a natural disaster (comet/
caldera/cosmic event) that turned the scales of global equilibrium fundamentally, it was most probably
simply the consequence of natural transitional forces associated with the chilling of the earth whereby
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“steaming swamps & high density carbon dioxide atmosphere” (the products of mantle formation) rendered
the early forms of bacteriological life that rapidly colonized & transformed the carbon dioxide burden into
free oxygen, fresh water oceans and CLEAR SKIES. By all accounts, “clear skies” manifested with the
advent of the Palaeozoic Era (245-570M years ago)(Dinosaur Timeline 3) that conversely spawned the
embryonic corals/trilobites colonies, fish/shellfish, spiders/reptiles algae swamps, conifers & tree forests.
Continental drift/reformation that emerged some 750M years ago (UCMP 4) (ditto 1st Harmonic quirk) set
the stage for radical environmental change resulting in: (1) the emergence/demise of the dinosaur, (2)
formation of the polar ice caps, (3) incipient mammals, (4) the great rivers that dominate the earth (the
Amazon/Nile has been dated at 11-100M years ago - AOL 5), and (5) salination of the oceans. However,
most fundamentally, continental drift/reformation unlocked the necessary magna heat that thawed the
deep freeze at the time and seeded the world with fertilizing chemical compounds.
The inevitable consequence is that in order to sustain the global environment in its present form, we need
to determine BOTH the underlying thermodynamics of formation of the shell/mantle/crust of the earth in its
present form, as well as the threshold of atmospheric carbon/CO2 in relation to the heat balances that
sustain global harmonics. The issue at task hence is (1) to create interactive/transient models the
shell/mantle/crust formation of the earth on the one hand, and (2) determine the controlling
manmade/natural forces that dominate environmental equilibrium on the other hand.
2. SPREADSHEET CRUST MODEL
In accordance with the prerequisite of rational computation analysis, TWO spreadsheet models have been
developed as to (1) POLAR EQUILIBRIUM (eg the impact of manmade activities as to the deflagration of
the polar ice caps), and (2) CRUST FORMATION (i.e. the rate of freezing/ solidification of the
shell/mantle/crust of the earth as well as consequential, or mean, surface temperature regression). The
advent of industrialization and combustion of hydrocarbon fuel through the 20/21st centuries (1900 to
2100AD) serves as the driving denominator of the Polar equilibrium model. Solar gain/radiation loss, the
Amazon basin, urbanization generally, polar interaction and CO2 particulate density conversely rank as
secondary variables. Transient heat conduction with phase-transition conversely conform the basis of the
Crust formation analysis. A unique (numerical) solution of the Binder Schmidt graphical methodology of the
2nd order Fourier differential analysis for transient heat conduction in a homogeneous material (Janeke 6)
has been employed in a desktop format (spreadsheet #1) to solve the transitional/non-linear crust formation
problem with a boundary shift. Although the equilibrium and crust formation models are autonomous
platforms, the emissivity/absorptivity as to deep space radiation and solar gain are common denominators.
It is noteworthy that the threshold of emissivity has been rationally demonstrated in both instances. Of
significance however is that in accordance with the crust formation model (spreadsheet #2) the surface
temperature of the earth dropped rapidly from a hypothetical 6,000F at formation to 450F/1B-years;
200F/2B-years; 90F/3B-years; 30F/4B-years & -6F/4.5B-years. In accordance with the objective of global
thermal equilibrium as to the driving combustion/radiation/urbanization forces, corresponding solar/space
emissivity threshold levels of 0.8 and 0.4 respectively, have been determined. Also see REGRESSION
CONVERGENCE Section #8 as to (1) the power of radiation & (2) mantle/surface equilibrium.
It therefore appears that clear skies that spawned precipitation, rivers, rain forests, snowcaps, glaciers and
ultimately the polar ice caps manifested some 2B-years after formation (2.5B BC) when the surface
temperature of the earth dropped to 200F (Janeke 6; ScienceDaily 7). Early forms of life may conversely
have evolved as early as 1B-years after formation of the earth (eg 3.5B-years ago) (Yahoo/LS 8) when the
mean surface temperature dropped to a relatively cool 450F. However, with (1) consistent black bulb
radiation loss, (2) the loss of core heat due to an ever-increasing mantle depth, and (3) depletion of the
CO2 shroud that mitigated radiation loss, the onset of the ICE AGE 40M years ago (PopularMechanics 9)
was an inevitable consequence of thermal regression. Although the parametric data leading to surface
st
chilling may be arguable, the advent of the ice age (supra) serves as a validating benchmark (the 1 ice
age already hit the world 1B years ago according to Wikipedia 2) given that the regression must invariably
conform to an inverse asymptotic profile. The impact is simply that rampart ice formation would have
doomed life on earth was it not for some extrinsic event (plausibly continental drift/reformation -- Wikipedia
2) that released masses of heat and hydrocarbon gases from the innards of the earth via friction, implosion
and intense volcanic activity over a number continental drift/reformation cycles associated with various
states of transient crust formation.
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Although the formation/crust model leads to a paradox as to global warming, the sin is not so much in
human activity (that by all accounts generates necessary heat), but the WASTE of natural resources in the
process of urbanization and industrialization. CO2 particulate simply serves as a measurement of the
destructivity of the carbon/hydrocarbon heritage of the earth by human driven activity.
3. GLOBAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL
In order to complete the heat balance loop, it is necessary to develop the perceived global impact of human
activity in terms of combustion of hydrocarbon combustion and destruction of the carbon heritage of the
earth. Although human activity only became constructively mechanized two hundred years ago with the
advent of the steam engine, steel making and urban consumption via the mining of subsurface coal
deposits, early civilizations thrived by deforesting as to construction, fuel and agriculture. Great icons of
ancient times (e.g. the cedars of Lebanon and great oak forests of the British Isles and Europe) simply
disappeared from the scope of the earth. Ditto the ancient Chinese dynasties that turned lush acreage into
deserts & silted up entire ecosystems via “blind reclamation” (Springerlink 10). Of significance however is
that we entered the 20th century with a carbon dioxide content of approx 300ppm (Books 11) with the
present (year 2000) level set at 350ppm, with a projected 8000ppm at 2100. Actual oil/hydrocarbon
production has been rendered via a diversity of sources (People 13, Encyclopedia 14). Global ice cover
has been rendered at 32x10^15 Ton (USAtoday 15). Basic dimensional date of the earth has been
rendered as 11^16 SF & 3.3^7 ft in area/ diameter respectively (Vendian 16). The consequence of the
ensuing equilibrium (spreadsheet #1) heat balance model is the fundamental solar/space emissivity
premise of 0.8 and 0.4 in order to orchestrate rational (global) balance of the driving thermodynamic forces.
Polar interaction however transpired as a most fundamental element in the global equation.
Three computational sheets have been produced to illustrate underlying polar interaction & benchmark
conditions. Table 1 illustrates global trends with ZERO polar interaction (Icefactor =0.0) which would result
in a 14.7F increase in the mean global temperature by 2100. This is obviously a non-event as interaction is
inevitable. In event of 50% polar interaction (Table #2) the corresponding global temperature increase
would be limited to 7.3F (with a 5% corresponding ice-sheet depletion impact). Table 3 conversely
illustrates “100%” polar interaction that would lead to a ZERO increase in global temperatures through
2100, albeit at the cost of 10% of the global ice-sheet reserves. The message is simply although we are
seeing immense meltdown phenomena, the global meltdown impact is really “de minimus” due to 1) the
immense nature of ice deposits, and 2) the fact that the world being rationally chilled-out as a consequence
of deflagration of crust formation. Although the world originated as a boiling plasma pot 4.5B years ago, it
chilled rapidly due to the powerful black-bulb radiation force that is T^4 driven with consequential chilling to
approx 55F 1B years ago (3.5B years into formation) (the advent of the 1st ice age Wiki 2) and a projected
–8F presently. The issue simply is that the world is spinning in an (hostile) absolute ZERO environment
with minimal solar heat. Consideration of a reversed scenario whereby HEAT/greenhouse gases may be
an essential denominator as to survival of the world as we know it merits serious consideration.
Although we may conceiveably be living in the realm of global harmonics with a period of 40-100,000
years, we cannot take it for granted that a “spinning magna” would continue to suffice as a gatekeeper to
human life via the cloak of an electromagnetic shield. Continental drift is by all accounts also coming to an
end. Although the polar ice caps may well be a remnant of a previous ice age, it is an essential component
to life on earth & must be preserved at all costs. Issue #4 is that the carbon/hydrocarbon heritage of the
earth must be reserved as a chemical building block for future generations. Issue #5 is that wind, ocean
nuclear & geothermal heat should be the driving denominators for powering urbanization inasmuch as
tapping the extrincic sources of power outside the realm of the global envelope.
4. EQUILIBRIUM THRESHOLDS
The following variables have been considered in the equilibrium and formation models:
• Carbon content of the Amazon basin
• Carbon content of global forests generally
• Combustion of fossil fuels as to CO2 emission
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•
•
•
•
•

Combustion of fossil fuels as to thermal pollution
Latent heat content of polar ice caps
Solar incidence vs. deep space radiation
Temperature of the magna at formation
Continental drift/reformation.

5. GLOBAL/QUANTA VARIABLES
The following equilibrium thresholds need to be determined:
• Spherical area of the earth
• Plan/projection area of the earth
• Mass/weight of the atmosphere as is
• Production of coal/oil and natural gas
• Carbon dioxide (CO2) emission rates
• Polar ice mass/weight and trends thereto
• Carbon content of the Amazon/rain forests
• Global forestry carbon content and trends thereto
• Nuclear and alternative/sustainable energy sources.
6. SUMMARY
Although the particulate concentration, trend of emission of CO2, and ancillary greenhouse gasses are
alarming, it is essential to understand BOTH the thermodynamics of formation of the shell/mantle/crust of
the earth in its present form as well as the driving forces behind both the symbiosis of CO2 equilibrium and
polar ice formation. Having developed the necessary EQUILIBRIUM & CRUST FORMATION models, it
becomes apparent that CO2 is a consequence of urbanization and not the driving function thereto. More
specifically, a unique balance has been determined between the equilibrium and crust formation models
with an emissivity/absorbtivity level of 0.8/0.4 respectively as to space radiation and solar gain. As (1)
neither denominators are CO2 sensitive at the slated range, and (2) space radiation is T^4 driven
(Boltzman radiation equation), “greenhouse” emissions may be relegated as a non-event as to global
warming. The perceived retraction of the polar ice caps should also be viewed in GLOBAL cycles rather
than isolated events. Destruction of the rain forests generally and hydrocarbon reserves specifically is a
more serious issue that is within the realms of human management. The bottom-line, however, is that the
core/mantle of the earth has become practically inert with consequential risk of chill-out of the earth in
deep space under prevailing conditions. A symbiosis between human activity and natural forces/reserves is
hence an essential protocol to environmental preservation.
st

7. SEQUEL: 1 HARMONIC of FORMATION
A gradient flux 3.5 B years after formation (that appears to be a unique consequence of rapid chilling of the
earth during the initial Billion years), created an ostensible backlash 2.5B years later (Spreadsheet model
#2) that most probably induced stellar shear forces into the layered mantle of the earth resulting in plate
fractures, subsequent drift of the fractured plates and reformation hundreds of million years later into the
world as we know it. The name of the game must have been the ensuing volcanic activity that injected
necessary heat and chemical compounds into the atmosphere of the time.
8. REGRESSION CONVERGENCE
In order to understand the impact of CO2 particulate and equilibrium threshold of the earth in its present
form, it is necessary to demonstrate the power of radiation into deep space as a perfect/infinite heat sink.
Two examples are illustrated, i.e. (1) incremental heat loss/gain as to absolute temperature variances, (2)
the immense initial chilling rate of the crust/mantle subsequent to formation, (3) emissivity and absorptivity
balances. Table 8.1 illustrates percentage variance of radiation transfer into space with incremental
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temperature increases. Table 8.2 and Figs 8.1 and 8.2, respectively, illustrate: (1) the power radiation
transfer as a 4th power function, (2) the rate of convergence and (3) the ultimate equilibrium disparity.
Table 8.1
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1. Equilibrium model (3x)(3p)
2. Crust formation model (1x)(4p)
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gave off oxygen that first likely oxygenated the surface of the ocean, and only later the atmosphere. The first formed
oxygen reacted with iron in the oceans, creating iron oxides that settled to the ocean floor in sediments called banded
iron-formations - layered deposits of red-brown rock that accumulated in ocean basins around the worldwide. Later,
once the iron was used up, oxygen escaped from the oceans and started filling up the atmosphere
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With total oil reserves estimated to be around 1,800 to 2,200 billion barrels, about 1,080 billion barrels have been
extracted between the beginnings of commercial exploitations in 1860 and 2005. Another 1,500-1,600 billion barrels
thus remain to be extracted, of which 1,000 billion barrels are proven reserves, the remaining 500-600 billion barrels
consisting of reasonable assumptions. About 50% of all the petroleum consumption took place after 1984 and about
90% of all the petroleum that has ever been consumed was so after 1958. Under such circumstances, most of the
remaining oil could be extracted by 2060. However, several nuances have to be brought forward:
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percent of Antarctica, giving it 90 percent of the world’s ice and 70 percent of all of the
globe’s fresh water – in the form of ice.
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Diameter of the earth =10^7 meters (3.3x10^7 ft)
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